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Abstract 
   This paper basically relies on topology, math-analysis & instructional programming, it details within a 
mathematical modeling of piecewise defined functions through strict computer programming instructions, It is 
also going on math-analysis of those functions & other multi-functions as well as it offers many illustrations for 
their impact while doing mathematics or models programming, it implicitly appears when we deal within 
analysis of different function topics & especially meanwhile a computerized approach for fixed-point theorem.  
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Introduction 
  It is relevant to assign that a modeling process had been applied on a spectrum of piecewise defined functions, 
continuous, smooth as well as chaotic ones, the apparatus used for that application were me-PC and Microsoft-
Math program ,a part of this work went in a transparent discussion about the piecewise functions ,its analysis as 
well as their construction & models, those models presented at this paper are constructed, programmed, 
elaborated & analyzed orderly to be intact within the main concept going to construct specific models for T(x) & 
T2(x) functions, these models were granted to enhance an elegance approach for fixed-point theorem. Microsoft-
Math Program instructions that used for models construction are usually written at its worksheet, for symmetry 
& fitness purpose we preferred to let them appear at an index attached to this work. Also it seems worthwhile to 
remind that Microsoft Mathematics instructions are compatible and/or easily adaptable across it's well developed 
versions.   
 
1. Mathematical Processing  
We would firstly detail within Piecewise-defined functions, consider the one below: 
                -x                                -<x0          
F(x) =      -x
2
+2x                           0x2                                                                                                                                                                                           
                 (x – 2)3                        2 x < 
 
 
    Then, we have to graph a function, factually they are three functions defined over three sub-domains,      plot 
instructions of Math-program  Plot (1), plot (2), plot (3) produce the following output: 
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Model ( 1 ) 
Although one aspect of the picture assign to the most significance feature of the function sample, that is 
constructed from three parts where every part of them is a function, we may ask our self, Dose it the real graph 
we sake for it ? Mathematical analysis gives a negative answer, therefore why? 
  The first reason is obvious, that we have to consider it as a function constructed of strict but respectively 
connected functions within each other as one function, although it is not necessary for every piecewise defined 
function to be in continuous fashion, but the consequent domains (-∞, 0], [0,2], [2, ∞) clearly refer to this formal 
continuity, paradoxically the function target is also piecewise continuous but in view which isn't only 
contradicted with the intuitive definition of continuity but it relatively differs within the continuity concept in 
calculus as it will be discussed in details.                
The second reason involved in the first, but it related within comparison between these piecewise functions 
domains and the domains of their images at the graph-board, whereby the domains of these pieces are (-∞, 0], [0, 
2], 2, ∞) respectively, the graph tells the same domain, i.e. (-∞, ∞) for every one of them. 
   Therefore, what could we do to obtain the reasonable & readable graph of such function as well as those which 
look like them?                                 
   From the very beginning, we already recognize that the graph of a given function is just its image on the 
coordinate axes , it`s only a cut of its real  path for limited domain and in turn for limited range, thus we mostly 
can`t draw the whole picture of a function,  it most specially touches the sample case under our investigation, 
hereafter the best technique is to construct a short program in order to strictly plot every piece of the sample 
function taking in account its suitable sub-domain and consequently its sub-range. 
One thing is remained, the plot instructions usually used to create graphs for those pieces  are written at the 
worksheet of Math program, wherein it couldn't be well controlled through the INPUT panes of the graphing tab, 
despite that some functions specially those of two pieces within different formulas can be easily fitted there with 
an appropriate arrangement of their ranges.      
  Therefore, just assigning redraw-icon at the worksheet of Math-program within soft click, we ad hoc  obtain the 
graph correspondence within our mathematical imagination as well as obviously readable in accordance with its 
entire domain  (-∞,∞), as it shown at the Model (2). 
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Model ( 2 ) 
  The model above is an instance for  piecewise defined function, due to that its pieces are differentiable   then 
continuous and separated by finite points ,then it is piecewise continuous [1] , more details will be at the 
ascending paragraph. Just now, we would like to investigate another class of piecewise functions, then let us 
consider the 1
st
 derivative of the preceding function:  
 -1                       -<x≤0 
D f(x) = -2x                       0x2 
 3(x-2)
2
                 2x 
 
The graph below represents its model: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model ( 3 )  
Obviously it is piecewise continuous, also its pieces are separated by only many isolated points; therefore it 
verifies the conditions of smooth piecewise function [4],[8]. 
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Another type is a multifunction but not every one of its function can be considered as piecewise-defined one 
           
                         √𝑥2
3
              −∞ <x< ∞ 
                         √𝑥3                  0 <x < ∞ 
                          √−𝑥3             -∞ < x < 0  
                         | x |              -∞ < x < ∞ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Model (4) 
    Due to that every function of this collection seems to be constructed by two pieces, it intuitively seems as a 
collection of piecewise functions, But factually there are only two imbedded piecewise defined functions at the 
coordinate axes, aren`t they f(x) =|x|, f(x) =√𝑥3 & f(x) =√−𝑥3 ?, although f(x) = √𝑥2
3   
 can be defined as two 
functions over the domains   (-,0)&(0,), but it`s not piece-wisely defined function, for these two functions 
have the same formula in spite of their different domains i.e. 𝑓(𝑥) = ∛𝑥2  over (-∞, 0) & 𝑓(𝑥) =  √𝑥
3 2
 over 
(0,). 
 Furthermore, with respect to what seems a certain contradiction within the math interpretation of the continuity, 
we can emphasis it is "linguistic" & not mathematical. The usual intuition or/and tests of the continuity 
investigate the path or behavior of a function as one distinct function over its entire domain, while at the case of 
piecewise defined functions class we have to investigate a function constructed of many distinct functions over 
different domains, then we assign our investigation to each of its pieces orderly every piece (function) over its 
own domain. Once more a contradiction appears while analysis of the absolute value function f(x)=|x|, of course 
it is discontinuous function , while if we investigate it as piecewise defined function, we consider it as 
continuous one, for that each piece of it is differentiable then continuous over its domain, (differentiability 
implies continuity)[10]. Therefore, which analysis is the right one? Really both of them are alright. Moreover, 
f(x) = |x| is considered as smooth piecewise for that its derivative is also piecewise continuous. 
F (x) = 
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 Let us consider the model below:           
                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model ( 5 ) 
   Furthermore, let's investigate the simplest two functions y = x & y = -x, what's new? It is not unexpectedly we 
would recognize two piecewise-defined functions transparently hidden at the board, aren't they? 
                    x              𝑥 ≥  0 
f(x)=     
                   -x             𝑥 <  0  
                  -x              𝑥 ≥ 0   
f(x) =      
                 x               𝑥 < 0  
                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model (6) 
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In accordance with in ascending analysis they are smooth piecewise. 
   Therefore, we can construct other several linearly piecewise defined functions in accordance within the model 
above, to remain Some of them, consider the specific ones like Heaviside function [3], Step function[ 6 ] & the 
most significance one so called T-function [2]. 
Also interestingly that the equation y = x play a unique role to illustrate the theorem below :    
Fixed point theorem : if f is a continuous function from [ 0 , 1] to [ 0 , 1 ] then there exist z ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] such that 
f(z) = z .[5] 
Then let's look how can we determine the fixed point of a continuous function in [0, 1]? Immediately, it's by 
graphing two functions as the function target f(x) =cos(𝑥) & the function f(x) = x, consider the model below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model (7) 
This model offers an illustrative instance for S.A.MORRIS approach [7], as well as accurate numerical value to 
the fixed point, giving into consideration that cos(𝑥) = x, f(x) = x. 
The graph pointer (trace) of  Math program assigns the point values within decimal difference interval [0.001 , 
0.1] , to avoid such nuances it seemed reasonable to construct a specific scales for the coordinate axes in away it 
can be obviously readable. Hereafter, for verification we constructed a separate graph to clearly determine the 
fixed point graphically as well as numerically: 
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Model ( 8 ) 
 
3. An approach for FPT : 
Aiming at a computerized approach  for fixed point theorem, let us state the formula of a piecewise defined 
function T(x) as below:  
 2x             0≤x≤1/2 
T(x) = 
 2-2x        1/2≤x≤1                                                 
 
Then we can a transparently observe its computer-graph : 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
 
 
 
 
 
Model ( 9 ) 
Just a glance at it explains two fixed points such that f1(x1) = f2(x1) = 0   & f1(x2) = f2 (x2) = 0.667. 
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Moreover, we would like to formulate T
2
(x) as below: 
 
 4x                           0 ≤ x ≤ 0. 25 
T
2
(x) = 2-4x                        0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.5  
 4x-2                        0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.75 
 4-4x                        0.75 ≤ x≤   1 
    
 4x                              0≤ x≤    1/4             
 2-4x                        1/4≤ x≤   1/2  
T
2
(x) = 4x-2                        1/2≤ x≤   3/4  
  4-4x                         3/4≤x≤    1  
 
 
T
2
(x) has be written in two styles, the first one appears more suitable in accordance within scales of the 
coordinate plane, while the second in order to be more elegance & comparable within the form of
 
T(x).    
Hereafter, let us produce it
'
s relatively a unique model: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model ( 10 ) 
 This model illustrates four fixed points for T
2
(x) whereas T
2
(x1) = f(x1) =0, T
2
(x2) = f(x2) =2/5, T
2
(x3) = 
f(x3)=2/3&T
2
(x4) = f(x4) = 4/5.  Therefore It is a convenient moment to formulate the following,                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Theorem: If  f is a continuous function from [ 0 , 1 ] to [ 0 , 1] , then there  exist at least one fixed point z1∈[0,1] 
such that f(z1) = z1.  
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Model 
No. 
Microsoft Mathematics Program Instructions 
1 show(plot(− 𝑥 , {𝑥 , −8 , 8} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , plot(−x2 + 2x), {x, −8 , 8}, {y, −8,8}, plot((𝑥 − 2)3  , {𝑥 , −8 , 8} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) 
2 show(plot(− 𝑥 , {𝑥 , −8 , 0} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , plot(− 𝑥2  + 2 , { 𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , plot((𝑥 − 2)3  , {𝑥 , −8 , 8} , {𝑦 , 0 , 8}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} , {𝑥 , −8 , 8} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) 
3 show(plot(− 1 , {𝑥 , −8 , 0} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , plot((− 2), { 𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , plot(  3 (𝑥 − 2)2  , {𝑥 , 2 , 8} , {𝑦 , −8 , 8}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} , {𝑥 , −8 , 8}) 
4 show (plot (√𝑥23  , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , plot (√𝑥3  , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , plot (√−𝑥3  , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , plot(abs(𝑥) , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) 
5 show(plot(1 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , −2 , 2}) , plot(− 1 , {𝑥 , −2 , −0.001} , {𝑦 , −2 , 2}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} , {𝑥 , −2 , 2}) 
6 show(plot(abs(𝑥) , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , plot(− abs(𝑥) , {𝑥 , −4 , 4} , {𝑦 , −4 , 4}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) 
7 show(plot(cos(𝑥) , {𝑥 , −2.956 , 2.956} , {𝑦 , −2.956 , 2.956}) , plot(𝑥 , {𝑥 , −2.956 , 2.956} , {𝑦 , −2.956 , 2.956}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) 
8 show(plot(cos(𝑥) , {𝑥 , 0 , 2.956} , {𝑦 , −1.478 , 1.478}) , plot(𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2.956} , {𝑦 , −1.478 , 1.478}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) 
9 show(plot(2   𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 0.5} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(2 − 2   𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0.5 , 1} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2.668} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} , {𝑥 , 0 , 2.668}) 
10 show(plot(4
   𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(2 − 4   𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(4   𝑥 − 2 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(4 − 4   𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 2} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1}) , plot(𝑥 , {𝑥 , 0 , 1} , {𝑦 , 0 , 1} , {Selected , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}) , {ShowGrid , 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒} , {𝑥 , 0 , 1.2}) 
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